TULUM

a collection designed by Stacy Garcia

Immerse within the uninhabited regions of pristine coastlines with Tulum, a diverse collection of worldly designs. Boasting a bohemian style and chic aesthetic, playful medallions, organic paisleys, and hand-painted motifs capture the essence of ancient Aztec and Mayan cultures with a modern twist. Bright turquoise waters and white sand beaches inspire the palette, complemented by bold berry, coveted coral, and a hint of dijon. With an eclectic flair and sense of wonder, Tulum evokes an air of exploration and adventure.
Definity
Durkan’s innovative Definity technology is available in up to 12 colors and features our unique precision sculpted technology which explores and emphasizes dimensional effects.

PDI
Durkan’s Precision Dye Injected (PDI) construction offers a range of patterns available in 12 colors.

CYP
Durkan’s Computer Yarn Placement (CYP) construction offers a range of patterns available in 6 colors.

Tulum is available in Definity, PDI and CYP constructions. Each product type utilizes a different manufacturing process which can yield variations in color and texture. Please refer to the guide below for specific color information.
GA55091-MW441
6’ (w) X 12’ (l)
Broadloom

Also available in CYP & Definity
GA53322-MW441
6’ (w) x 12’ (l)
Corridor

Also available in CYP & Definity
Also available in CYP & Definity

GA55090-MW441
12’ (w) X 10’ (l)
Broadloom

GA53314-MW441
12’ (w) X 9’ (l)
Broadloom
GA55105-MW441
6' (w) x 15' (l)
Corridor

Also available in CYP & Definity
GA53321-MW441
6’ (w) X 3’ (l)
Broadloom

GA53317-MW441
6’ (w) X 12’ (l)
Broadloom
GA53318-MW441
6’ (w) X 12’ (l)
Broadloom

Also available in CYP & Definity
GA53326-MW441
6’ (w) X 9’ (l)
Broadloom

GA53324-MW441
12’ (w) X 12’ (l)
Broadloom

Also available in CYP & Definity
GA53316-MW441
12’ (w) X 12’ (l)
Broadloom

Also available in CYP & Definity
1. Stacy Garcia for Durkan, Tulum - GA57008
2. Stacy Garcia for Durkan, Tulum - GA53326
3. Stacy Garcia Textiles, Holden - Surfside
4. Stacy Garcia Textiles, Flower Patch - Lime Twist & Shout
TULUM
Boasting a Bohemian style and chic aesthetic

5. Stacy Garcia for York Contract
   Vinery - SG2767, Saffron

6. Stacy Garcia for Durkan
   Tulum - GA53321

7. Stacy Garcia Textiles,
   Lindy - Magenta Maple

8. Stacy Garcia for York Contract
   Canopy - SG2666, Lemur
TULUM by Stacy Garcia features styles offered in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology as well as PDI and CYP. Please contact your rep or visit www.durkan.com for more information.
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